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Power to Change 3: The Awakening Church

Changing deep patterns of sexual desire, behavior and motivation require the support of an entire
community: it takes a village, Jesus-style. Any program or therapy is only as good as the greater
community of faith surrounding the one seeking change. Perhaps that is why the enemy of sexual
integrity seeks first to divide and weaken the church. If Jesus’ body falters toward those with samesex attraction, no community of healing exists.
But when local churches become advocates of grace and truth for the gender broken, healing rises
like sun breaking through clouds. And I am pleased to say that the church is rising in this hour to
mobilize for such healing. She has been provoked by ‘gay marriage’ victories, by the confusing
face of once reliable ministries, and by the falling away of many whose sexual shame has now
become their boast.
Most importantly, her faithful pastors have heard the cries for help from children and parents alike
who have been afflicted by homosexuality, sexual abuse, and sexual addiction. In Jesus’ Name,
these shepherds are arising to become an answer to the prayers of the faithful.
Take Pastor James Marocco and his large church on Maui with campuses throughout the Pacific
Rim. God provoked him to act on behalf of his sexually broken congregants. We are privileged to
help the church there initiate safe and deep healing opportunities for the broken. Marocco is not
content to merely react to the moral crisis at hand. He is acting on behalf of the God who delivers
those in crisis.
Similarly, Catholic leaders in Kansas and Missouri are mobilizing priests, lay-driven support groups,
and community-wide forums to offer loving, truthful care for persons with same-sex attraction.
We at Desert Stream are fielding requests from churches throughout the USA who are seeking out
healing opportunities for the sexually broken for the first time. They can no longer minimize the
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suffering of their people, as if the moral decay ‘out there’ does not impact the people in the pews.
Catholic and Protestant churches alike are raising up ancient foundations (Is. 58: 12) for very
modern problems. They are intent on becoming the healing presence of Jesus for those who will
perish without Him.
We are in a moral eclipse. Right is wrong, and those who disagree are vilified. Good people
deceive many. But the deceiver himself is not greater than our God. Satan’s exploitation of
‘homosexuality’ will only provoke God’s people to become what Jesus intends for them—a truthful
and powerful community of transformation. What the enemy intends for evil, the Lord turns around
for good—‘the saving of many lives’ (Gen. 50:20)--through His holy church.
‘Arise and shine, for your light has come, and the glory of the Lord rises upon you. See darkness
covers the earth and thick darkness is over the peoples, but the Lord rises upon you. Nations will
come to your light, and kings to the brightness of your dawn.’ (Is. 60: 1-3)
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